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1. Australia Curriculum
General information
Country:
Authors:

Australia
Education Services Australia

Hyperlink:

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/GeneralCapabilities/Pdf/Critical-andcreative-thinking

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

Part of the Australian curriculum

Skill name:

Critical and creative thinking

Part of a larger framework:

1 of 7 general capabilities:
Literacy
- Numeracy
- Ethical understanding
1 construct

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

-

ICT capability
Personal and social capability
Intercultural understanding

Definition of progression:

Progress is defined as ‘Typically by the end of year X, students …’, including
concrete examples. Students are expected to progress one level each two
years, starting from pre-primary (age 5/6) to upper secondary level (age
15/16).

Units of analysis:

72 units (4 domains x 3 sub-domains x 6 levels), see below for details

4 domains
1. Inquiring – identifying,
exploring, organising
information and ideas

3 sub-domains
1.1 Pose questions
1.2 Identify and clarify
information and ideas
1.3 Organise and process
information

2. Generating ideas,
possibilities and actions

2.1 Consider alternatives
2.2 Imagine possibilities and
connect ideas
2.3 Seek solutions and put ideas
into action

3. Reflecting on thinking,
actions and processes

3.1 Think about thinking
3.2 Reflect on processes
3.3 Transfer knowledge into new
contexts

4. Analysing, sythesisign
and evaluating reasoning
and procedures

4.1 Apply logic and reasoning
4.2 Draw conclusions and design
a course of action
4.3 Evaluate procedures and
outcomes

Type of assessment
Approach:

6 levels of progression

See below for details

2.2.1 Use imagination to view or create things in new ways and connect two
things that seem different; e.g Changing the shape or colour of familiar
objects
2.2.2 Build on what they know to create ideas and possibilities in ways that
are new to them; e.g using a flow chart when plotting actions\
2.2.3 Expand on known ideas to create new and imaginative combinations;
e.g exchanging or combining ideas using mind maps
2.2.4 Combine ideas in a variety of ways and from a range of sources to create
new possibilities
2.2.5. Draw parallels between known and new ideas to create new ways of
achieving goals
2.2.6 Create and connect complex ideas using imagery, analogies and
symbolism, e.g. formulate hypotheses based on known models.

Generic, with links to develop these skills in specific curriculum subjects
(particularly, English, Mathematics, Science and History)

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Not explicitly stated

Assessor:

Teacher assessment

Applicable to education level(s):

Primary and secondary level

Specific pedagogical background required:

No

Grade and age-range:

Pre-primary (age 5/6) to upper secondary level (age 15/ 16) standardised
OECD definitions
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Australia Curriculum - Description
In the Australian Curriculum “Critical and creative thinking” is 1 of 7 general capabilities. The other 6
capabilities include: Literacy; Numeracy; ICT capability; Personal and social capability; Ethical understanding;
and, Intercultural understanding. Within the Australian Curriculum framework, critical and creative thinking are
considered to be part of the same construct. This construct distinguishes between 4 different domains, with each
3 sub-domains and 6 levels of progress.
As a framework for creativity and critical thinking it is quite comprehensive and detailed compared to other
existing frameworks. This is largely due to the level of detail in the definition of progress. Levels are described
in terms of ‘Typically by the end of year X, students ...’, indicating assessment of progress across a whole
school career. Students are considered to progress one level each two years of school, which makes that level 1
corresponds with Foundation Year (age 5-6), level 2 with Year 2 (age 7-8), level 3 with Year 4 (age 9-10), level
4 with Year 6 (age 11-12), level 5 with Year 8 (age 12-14) and level 6 with Year 10 (age 15-16). Each level also
includes a concrete example of what students ought to be able to do after that reaching a particular level, e.g.
‘Developing hypotheses based on known and invented models and theories’ as an example of having reached
level 6 of the sub-domain ‘Imagining possibilities and connect ideas’.
The Australian Curriculum framework does not include socio-emotional/behavioural skills and has a generic
approach to assessing creativity and critical thinking. Despite its generic approach, it does however provide
links to opportunities to develop these skills in specific curriculum subjects (particularly English, Mathematics,
Science and History).
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1.1.1 pose factual and exploratory questions based on personal interests and experiences
(asking why events make people happy or sad)
1.1.2 pose questions to identify and clarify issues, and compare information in their world
(asking how and why certain actions and events occurred)
1.1.3 pose questions to expand their knowledge about the world
(asking who, when, how and why about a range of situations and events)
1.1.4 pose questions to clarify and interpret information and probe for causes and consequences
(inquiring into cause and effect of significant events in their lives)
1.1.5 pose questions to probe assumptions and investigate complex issues
(questioning causes and effects of local and world events)
1.1.6 pose questions to critically analyse complex issues and abstract ideas
(questioning to uncover assumptions and inferences and provoke debate about global events)

1. Inquiring –
identifying, exploring,
organising information
and ideas

1.1 Pose questions
1.2 Identify and clarify information and ideas
1.3 Organise and process information

1.2.1 identify and describe familiar information and ideas during a discussion or investigation
(identifying what led to a decision being made)
1.2.2 identify and explore information and ideas from source materials (exploring patterns and similarities)
1.2.3 identify main ideas and select and clarify information from a range of sources
(establishing a sequence during investigation of artefact, image or text)
1.2.4 identify and clarify relevant information and prioritise ideas
(giving reasons for a preferred pathway when problem solving)
1.2.5 clarify information and ideas from texts or images when exploring challenging issues
(identifying the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches)
1.2.6 clarify complex information and ideas drawn from a range of sources
(scrutinising contrasting positions offered about events or findings)
1.3.1gather similar information or depictions from given sources
(collecting a variety of representations of particular action(s))
1.3.2 organise information based on similar or relevant ideas from several sources
(finding examples of kindness or change in several sources)
1.3.3 collect, compare and categorise facts and opinions found in a widening range of sources
(processing relevant depictions of an event)
1.3.4 analyse, condense and combine relevant information from multiple sources
(establishing opinion versus fact in literature and film)
1.3.5 critically analyse information and evidence according to criteria such as validity and relevance
(scrutinising the accuracy of depicted events)
1.3.6 critically analyse independently sourced information to determine bias and reliability
(critiquing data from known and unknown sources)
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2.1.1 use imagination to view or create things in new ways and connect two things that seem different
(changing the shape or colour of familiar objects)
2.1.2 build on what they know to create ideas and possibilities in ways that are new to them
(using a flow chart when plotting actions)
2.1.3 expand on known ideas to create new and imaginative combinations
(exchanging or combining ideas using mind maps)
2.1.4 combine ideas in a variety of ways and from a range of sources to create new possibilities
(by matching ideas from science and history)
2.1.5 draw parallels between known and new ideas to create new ways of achieving goals
(using patterns and trends in Mathematics to arrive at possible solutions in other learning areas)
2.1.6 create and connect complex ideas using imagery, analogies and symbolism
(developing hypotheses based on known and invented models and theories)

2.1 Imagine possibilities and connect ideas
2. Generating ideas,
possibilities and actions

2.2 Consider alternatives
2.3 Seek solutions and put ideas into action

2.2.1 suggest alternative and creative ways to approach a given situation or task
(considering alternative uses for a familiar product)
2.2.2 identify and compare creative ideas to think broadly about a given situation or problem
(considering ways of conserving water in their environment)
2.2.3 explore situations using creative thinking strategies to propose a range of alternatives
(asking ‘What if..?’ when conducting an investigation)
2.2.4 identify situations where current approaches do not work, challenge existing ideas and generate alternative solutions
(examining the environmental impact of transporting goods)
2.2.5 generate alternatives and innovative solutions, and adapt ideas, including when information is limited or conflicting
(negotiating a solution to a community dispute)
2.2.6 speculate on creative options to modify ideas when circumstances change
(submitting designed and developed ideas or products for further investigation)
2.3.1 predict what might happen in a given situation and when putting ideas into action
(suggesting different endings to a story)
2.3.2 investigate options and predict possible outcomes when putting ideas into action
(exploring identified problems and ways of overcoming them)
2.3.3 experiment with a range of options when seeking solutions and putting ideas into action
(using a graphic organiser to suggest alternative solutions)
2.3.4 assess and test options to identify the most effective solution and to put ideas into action
(using role plays to test and refine approaches when initial ideas do not work)
2.3.5 predict possibilities, and identify and test consequences when seeking solutions and putting ideas into action
(using information from a range of sources to predict results from an inquiry or investigation)
2.3.6 assess risks and explain contingencies, taking account of a range of perspectives, when seeking solutions and putting
complex ideas into action (expressing difficult concepts digitally, kinaesthetically or spatially)
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3.1.1 describe what they are thinking and give reasons why
(drawing on a past experience to explain their thinking)
3.1.2 describe the thinking strategies used in given situations and tasks
(describing how they approach tasks when they are not sure what to do)
3.1.3 reflect on, explain and check the processes used to come to conclusions
(explaining ways they check their thinking and deal with setbacks)
3.1.4 reflect on assumptions made, consider reasonable criticism and adjust their thinking if necessary
(identifying where methods of investigation and inquiry could be improved)
3.1.5 assess assumptions in their thinking and invite alternative opinions
(reflecting on the accuracy of their own and others’ thinking)
3.1.6 give reasons to support their thinking, and address opposing viewpoints and possible weaknesses in their own positions
(reflecting on justifications for approaching problems in certain ways)

3.1 Think about thinking (metacognition)
3. Reflecting on thinking,
actions and processes

3.2 Reflect on processes
3.3 Transfer knowledge into new contexts

3.2.1 identify the main elements of the steps in a thinking process (identifying steps involved in daily routines)
3.2.2 outline the details and sequence in a whole task and separate it into workable parts
(using logic to sort information in graphic organisers or musical segments)
3.2.3 identify pertinent information in an investigation and separate into smaller parts or ideas
(examining the significant aspects of an historical event)
3.2.4 identify and justify the thinking behind choices they have made
(explaining why particular musical notations or mathematical sequences were selected)
3.2.5 evaluate and justify the reasons behind choosing a particular problem-solving strategy
(choosing images that best represent an idea or product)
3.2.6 balance rational and irrational components of a complex or ambiguous problem to evaluate evidence
(exploring reasons for selecting or rejecting patterns or groupings to represent an idea)
3.3.1 connect information from one setting to another (giving reasons for rules at home and school)
3.3.2 use information from a previous experience to inform a new idea
(applying reasons for actions previously given to similar new situations)
3.3.3 transfer and apply information in one setting to enrich another
(using visual or numerical representations to clarify information)
3.3.4 apply knowledge gained from one context to another unrelated context and identify new meaning
(using statistics to interpret information from census data about migration)
3.3.5 justify reasons for decisions when transferring information to similar and different contexts
(explaining choices, such as the use of a soundtrack to accompany a performance)
3.3.6 identify, plan and justify transference of knowledge to new contexts
(demonstrating ways ideas gained in an historical or literary context could be applied in a different scenario)
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4.1.1 identify the thinking used to solve problems in given situations
(asking how dilemmas in narratives were solved)
4.1.2 identify reasoning used in choices or actions in specific situations
(asking what course of action was most logical and why)
4.1.3 identify and apply appropriate reasoning and thinking strategies for particular outcomes
(using logical or predictive reasoning when problem solving)
4.1.4 assess whether there is adequate reasoning and evidence to justify a claim, conclusion or outcome
(comparing and contrasting interpretations of information or image)
4.1.5 identify gaps in reasoning and missing elements in information
(finding wrong rationales or assumptions made and/or illogical conclusions drawn when seeking outcomes)
4.1.6 analyse reasoning used in finding and applying solutions, and in choice of resources
(testing propositions to identify reliability of data and faulty reasoning when designing new products)

4.1 Apply logic and reasoning
4. Analysing, synthesising and
evaluating reasoning and
procedures

4.2 Draw conclusions and design a course of action
4.3 Evaluate procedures and outcomes

4.2.1 share their thinking about possible courses of action (discussing various ways people could have acted)
4.2.2 identify alternative courses of action or possible conclusions when presented with new information (describing how an
outcome might change if a character acted differently)
4.2.3 draw on prior knowledge and use evidence when choosing a course of action or drawing a conclusion (assessing the
worth of elements of a planned approach or solution)
4.2.4 scrutinise ideas or concepts, test conclusions and modify actions when designing a course of action (charting progress of
an argument or investigation and proposing alternatives)
4.2.5 differentiate the components of a designed course of action and tolerate ambiguities when drawing conclusions
(assessing the success of a formula for a product or management of an event)
4.2.6 use logical and abstract thinking to analyse and synthesise complex information to inform a course of action (using
primary or secondary evidence to support or refute a conclusion)
4.3.1 check whether they are satisfied with the outcome of tasks or actions (asking whether their work sounds and looks right
and makes sense)
4.3.2 evaluate whether they have accomplished what they set out to achieve (asking whether they listened to a peer’s answer
well or used a suitable procedure)
4.3.3 explain and justify ideas and outcomes (evaluating whether specified materials or calculations were appropriate for set
goals or evidence presented)
4.3.4 evaluate the effectiveness of ideas, products, performances, methods and courses of action against given criteria
(assessing their own and peer responses to an issue, performance or artefact)
4.3.5 explain intentions and justify ideas, methods and courses of action, and account for expected and unexpected outcomes
against criteria they have identified (evaluating whether a chosen investigation method withstands scrutiny)
4.3.6 evaluate the effectiveness of ideas, products and performances and implement courses of action to achieve desired
outcomes against criteria they have identified (strengthening a conclusion, identifying alternative solutions to an investigation)
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2. Galileo Education Network
General information
Country:
Alberta, Canada
Authors:
Galileo Education Network
Hyperlink
http://www.galileo.org/tips/rubrics/ct_rubric.pdf
Status of the framework:
Guide to Assessing Critical Thinking
Definition of object to assess
Skill name:
Critical thinking
Part of a larger
framework:

One amongst multiple assessment rubrics structured around inquiry

Relation between critical
thinking and creativity:

Not included

Definition of progression:

Not defined. This is an assessment tool.

Units of analysis:

20 units (5 domains x 4 levels)

5 domains
1. Formulates or
reformulates a vital
problem, question or
issue. Fails to identify or
summarize the problem,
question or issue.

4 levels
1.1 Fails to identify or summarize the problem, question or issue.
1.2 Summarizes the problem, question or issue though some aspects are confused or incorrect and nuances and key details are missing
or superficial and/or context is overlooked.
1.3Clearly and precisely formulates or reformulates the vital aspects of the problem, question or issue as it relates to the context.
1.4 Vital aspects of the problem, question or issues are clearly and precisely formulated or reformulated identifying integral
relationships essential to analyzing the problem, question or issue as it relates to the context.

2. Gathers, assesses and
analyzes relevant
information, data or
evidence.

2.1 Information, data or evidence are simplistic, inappropriate or unrelated to the problem, question or issue at hand. Information or data
are repeated without question and evidence is dismissed without adequate justification.
2.2 Appropriate information, data or evidence are provided, although it is clear that the treatment of such is routine and superficial.
Information or data are selective but largely unexamined in terms of accuracy, relevance and completeness.
2.3 Appropriate information, data or evidence are provided and are thorough, fully analyzed and reported. Information, data or evidence
and its source are questioned in terms of accuracy, relevance and completeness.
2.4 Information, data or evidence are provided and are extensive, furthering insight into the problem, question or issue. Information,
data or evidence and its sources are fully analyzed and evaluated as to accuracy, relevance, completeness and point of view.
3.1 Provides a simplistic solution and/or absolute conclusion attributed to an external authority with no consideration of implications.
3.2 Demonstrates industrial habits of mind that present conclusions as relative to each other, with simplistic solutions, and a cursory
examination of implications.
3.3Exemplifies strong habits of mind by providing:
• plausible solutions,
• a consideration of assumptions, • reasoned judgment and conclusions based on evidence, and
• consideration of implications that reach beyond the immediate situation.
3.4 Exemplifies strong habits of mind by providing:
• plausible, coherent working theories,
• well reasoned judgment and conclusions based on evidence with an examination of different viewpoints,
• an analysis of assumptions,
• a discussion of how things might be otherwise, i.e. supposition,
• a thorough examination of implications, and
• a consideration of ambiguities
4.1 No evidence of attending to differing disciplinary symbol systems, genre or perspectives (see note below). Ignores viewpoints from
other disciplines and/or treats them superficially or misrepresents them.
4.2 Acknowledg-es different disciplinary symbol systems, genre and perspectives (see note below); however, does not incorporate them
into analysis. Analyzes a viewpoint from another discipline thoughtfully and mostly accurately.
4.3 Provides interpretation, analysis and synthesis with limited integration of other disciplinary symbol systems, genre and perspectives
(see note below). Calls upon viewpoints from more than one other discipline to understand the problem, question or issue more fully.
4.4 Provides powerful and illuminating interpretation and judgment requiring the use of a variety of disciplinary symbol systems, genre
and perspectives (see note below). Calls upon viewpoints from a wide range of disciplines to fully understand the problem, question or
issue in deeply textured ways.

3. Arrives at wellreasoned conclusions,
solutions and
implications.

4. Integrates other
disciplinary perspectives.

5.Communicates
effectively

5.1 Works alone to answer questions related to the topic under consideration.
5.2 Shares ideas with others related to the topic under consideration to build collective understanding of the topic.
5.3 Interacts with others in figuring out complexities related to the ideas of the topic under consideration (the talk is about discipline
subject matter and includes higher-order thinking such as making distinctions, applying ideas, forming generalizations, and raising
questions).
5.4 Engages in considerable, rigourous interaction with others in figuring out complexities related to the ideas of the topic (the talk is
about discipline subject matter and includes higher-order thinking such as making distinctions, applying ideas, forming generalizations,
and raising questions) in which the communication builds coherently on ideas to promote improved collective understanding of a topic.

Type of assessment
Approach:
Set of activities/particular tasks related:
Assessor:
Applicable to education level(s):
Specific pedagogical background required:
Grade and age-range:

Generic
None. Focussed on analysing and interdisciplinary presenting data and arguments
Teacher assessment
Not specified
Not required
Not specified
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Galileo Education Network - Description
The Galileo Education Network is an independent, charitable organization based out of Alberta, Canada. The
network has created multiple assessment rubrics based on their ‘discipline-based inquiry’ approach to help
teachers assess abilities ranging from critical thinking to mathematical ability. The critical thinking assessment
rubric is standalone rubric and is not linked to an overarching framework.
This is a generic rubric that attempts to assess a student’s ability to recognize, collect, analyse and then
communicate information across disciplines. The rubric has five domains, with four levels of assessment
designed specifically for each domain. This rubric is neither age nor grade specific, nor does it define ‘progress’,
since this is primarily intended to be a tool for teachers to assess critical thinking.
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3. Achievement Charts
General information
Country:

Ontario, Canada

Authors:

Ontario Ministry of Education, 2004

Hyperlink:

http://www.hwdsb.on.ca/westdale/files/2010/10/Achievement-Charts6.pdf

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

Achievement Charts

Skill name:

Critical and creative thinking

Part of a larger framework:

Part of a comprehensive assessment chart, evaluating students on multiple
subjects and in multiple domains in each subject, with critical and creative
thinking being one of the domains.

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

The skillset being assessed is called ‘critical and creative thinking’ with no
explicit definition of the relationship between the two

Definition of progression:

There is no definition of progress – only achievement levels. This is an
assessment tool to be used by teachers.

Units of analysis:

There are four domains for assessment in each subject – the domain
evaluating critical and creative thinking is called ‘thinking’.
4 levels of progression

Main domain

3 descriptors

Thinking (The use of
critical and creative
thinking skills and/or
processes)
Use of planning skills (e.g.,
formulating questions, focusing
research, gathering information,
organizing a project)

Limited effectiveness
Some effectiveness
Considerable effectiveness

Use of processing skills (e.g.,
analysing, evaluating, inferring,
interpreting, forming conclusions)

High degree of effectiveness

Use of critical/creative thinking
processes (e.g., creative process,
design process, problem solving,
reflection, elaboration)

Type of assessment
Approach:

Very specific, geared towards particularly assessing English, Mathematics,
Science, Languages and Arts.

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Depending on the subject being assessed, varies from non-specified to
physical movement, teamwork etc.

Assessor:

Teacher assessment

Applicable to education level(s):

Primary and secondary level

Specific pedagogical background required:

Yes

Grade and age-range:

Specific assessment charts for each subject for Grades 1-8 and Grades 9-12.
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Achievement Charts - Description
The Ontario curriculum uses these achievement charts to evaluate student performance in the following subjects
for Grades 1 to 8: the arts, French as a second language (core, extended and immersion), health and physical
education, language, mathematics, native languages and science and technology and the following subjects for
Grades 9 to 12: the arts, business studies, Canadian and World studies, classical and international languages,
English, English as a second language (core, extended and immersion), French as second language (core, extended
and immersion), guidance and career education, health and physical education, Mathematics, native languages,
science, social sciences and humanities and technological education.
Each of the subjects is evaluated on the basis of the following categories: Knowledge and Understanding, which
refers to subject-specific content; Thinking, which refers to the use of critical and creative thinking skills;
Communication, which refers to the conveying of meaning through various forms and finally; Application, which
is the practical use of this subject-specific knowledge. Each of these four categories has descriptors, which
elaborate on the particular skills being assessed by the category and each of these descriptors is evaluated on a
scale with four levels. The critical and creative thinking piece is titled ‘Thinking’ and has three descriptors, each
evaluated on the four-level scale.
These charts are very subject-specific and the critical and creative thinking section is an integral part of an
overarching framework used to evaluate the student’s mastery of a particular subject.
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4. Quebec Curriculum
General information
Country:

Canada - Quebec

Authors:

the Quebec Education Programme

Hyperlink:

http://www1.mels.gouv.qc.ca/sections/programmeFormation/secondaire1/pdf/chapter3.pdf

Status of the framework:

Part of the Curriculum for the 21st Century

Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Uses creativity
Exercises critical judgment

Part of a larger framework:

2 of 9 cross-curricula competences:
- Uses information
- Uses ICT
- Achieves potential
- Cooperates with others
- Solves problems
- Adopts effective working methods
- Communicates appropriately

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Two different constructs

Definition of progression:

Evaluation criteria provided, but not levels (assessment should be descriptive)

Units of analysis

25 units
Exercises critical judgement:
3 to 5 levels of progression
1.1 Defines the question
1.2 Goes back to the facts, checks accuracy and puts them into context
1.3 Looks at various options and considers existing or possible points of view
1.4 Bases opinion on logical, ethical or aesthetic criteria
1.5 Adopts a position

3 domains
1. Forms an opinion

2. Expresses his/her opinion

2.1 Articulates and communicates viewpoint
2.2 Pays attention to how best to formulate thoughts
2.3 Justifies position

3. Qualifies his/her opinion

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Compares opinion with those of others
Reconsiders position
Evaluates the respective influence of reason and emotion on approach
Recognises own biases
Repeats the whole exercise if necessary
Uses creativity

2 domains
1. Becomes familiar with the elements
of a situation

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

4 levels of progression
Defines the objectives and issues involved in the situation
Is open to different ways of perceiving the situation
Listens to his/her intuition
Envisages different scenarios and procedures

2. Explores

2.1 Accepts risks and unknowns
2.2 Plays with ideas
2.3 Turns obstacles into resources
2.4 Recognises possible or partial solutions

3. Adopts a flexible approach

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Type of assessment
Approach:

Tries out new approaches
Is receptive to new ideas
Explores new strategies and techniques
Expresses ideas in new ways

Generic

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

- observation of students’ behaviours,
- observation of procedures or attitudes during learning situations that call for the competencies
- student self-evaluation for exercises critical judgment

Assessor:

Teachers or/and students

Applicable to education level(s):

Secondary - cycle 1 and cycle 2 (although differences in evaluation criteria)

Specific pedagogical background required:

Not required

Grade and age-range:

*
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Quebec Curriculum - Description
Cross-curricular competency corresponds to the practices that teachers can use to help student to “draw on their
cognitive, social and emotional resources in order to integrate knowledge better”. Uses creativity and Exercises
critical judgment are two separate constructs included in the 9 cross curricular competencies of the Québec
Education Program. Each of these competencies is grouped into four categories intellectual, methodological,
personal/social and communication related. Uses creativity and Exercises critical judgment is both 'Intellectual'.
Cross curricular competencies are developed through a gradual process since it starts at the elementary level and
continues well beyond the secondary level.
Exercise critical judgment has 13 units of analysis with 3 domains and 3 to 5 levels of progression for each of
them, while creativity has 12 units of analysis (3 domains and 4 levels for each).
The Quebec framework has a generic approach and is related to students enrolled in the cycle 1 and 2 of the
secondary. It does not include socio-emotional/behavioural skills.
The Quebec curriculum distinguishes 4 criteria for evaluation of Exercises critical judgment: proper formulation
of a question and its implications; Openness to questioning of the judgment; appropriateness of the criteria used
and Well-reasoned justification of the judgment. Evaluations criteria related to creativity are exploration of new
ideas; exploration of different ways of doing things; use of his/her personal resources and the originality of
connections among the elements of a situation.
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5. Chile: Educar Chile
General information
Country:
Authors:

Chile
Ellis Paul Torrance, Besemery and Treffinger

Hyperlink:

http://www.educarchile.cl/ech/pro/app/somos?scc=somos

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Part of the Curriculum for Excellence

Part of a larger framework:

*

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Critical thinking not mentioned

Definition of progression:

5

Units of analysis:

20 (4 components, 5 levels of progression)

Creativity Skills

4 components

5 Levels of Progress

1. Öriginality: the ability to profuce iseas that are
unusual, infrequent, and not banal or obvious

1:5. The work is extremely creative
1:4. The work is very creative
1:3. The work is creative
1:2. Work is somewhat creative
1:1 The work is not creative

2.. Fluency; the ability to produce a large number of ideas

2:5.The work shows a lot of ideas that are unusual, infrequent and not banal or
obvious.
2:4.The work shows some ideas that are unusual, infrequent and not banal or
obvious.
2:3.The work shows at least two ideas that are unusual, infrequent or no obvious
banal.
2:2.The work shows at least one unusual idea, infrequent and not banal or obvious.
2: 1.The work shows no original ideas

3. Flexibility: the ability to produce a variety of ideas

3:5 The work displays or illustrates a number of novel, striking and very effective
ideas.
3:4 The work displays or illustrates some new, bold and effective ideas.
3:3 The work displays or illustrates at least two novel, striking and effective ideas.
3:2 The work displays or illustrates at least one novel, striking and effective idea.
3:1The work displays or illustrates no novel, striking and effective ideas.

4. Elaboration: the ability to develop, beautify, or
complete a thought

4:5.The problem has been made with imagination to enable a compelling and
powerful solution.
4:4.The problem has been made with some imagination to enable a compelling and
powerful solution.
4:3.The problem has been made by completing at least a convincing and powerful
idea.
4:2 The problem has been made but not convincingly be completed and powerful
way.
4:1 The problem has not been developed to be completed.

Type of assessment
Approach:

Assessment used by teachers or self-assessment for students

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Questionnaires and feedback

Assessor:

*

Applicable to education level(s):

*

Specific pedagogical background required:

*

Grade and age-range:

*
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Chile: Educar Chile - Description
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6. Creative Little Scientist
General information
Country

European countries (Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Malta,
Portugal, Romania, and the UK)

Authors

Creative Little Scientists Consortium

Hyperlink:

http://www.creative-little-scientists.eu

Status of the framework:

Exemplary framework

Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Creativity

Part of a larger framework:

*

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

*

Definition of progresses:

*

Units of analysis:

19 units
Creativity

Inquiry-based approaches that can foster creativity
5 essential elements
3-4 variations
More……………….........Amount of Learner Self-Direction..............................Less
More……………….........Amount of Direction from Teacher Material..............................Less
1. Engage in scientifically orientated
questions

1.1 Learner poses a
question

1.2 Learner
selects among
questions, poses
new questions

1.3 Learner sharpens or
clarifies question provided by
teacher, materials or source

1.4 Learner engages in question
provided by teacher, materials
and source

2. Give priority to evidence in
responding to questions

2.1 Learner determines
what constitutes
evidence and collects
it
3.1 Learner formulates
explanations after
summarising evidence

2.2 Learner
directed to collect
certain data

2.3 Learner given data and
asked to analyse

2.4 Learner given data and told
how to analyse

3.2 Learner
guided in process
of formulating
explanations from
evidence

3.3 Learner given possible
ways to use evidence to
formulate explanation

3.4 Learner provided with
evidence

4. Connect explanations to scientific
knowledge

4.1 Learner
independently
examines other
resources and forms
links to explanations

4.2 Learner
directed toward
areas and sources
of scientific
knowledge

4.3 Learner given possible
connections

5. Communicate and justifies
explanations

5.1 Learner forms
reasonable and logical
argument to
communicate
explanations

5.2 Learner
coached in
development of
communication

5.3 Learner provided broad
guidelines to sharpen
communication

3. Formulate explanations from
evidence

5.4 Learner gives steps and
procedures to communication

Type of assessment
Approach:

Science and mathmatics

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

*

Primary assessor:

Teachers

Applicable to education level(s):

Preschool and First Years of Primary Education

Specific pedagogical background required:

No

Grade and age-rage:

early childhood
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Creative Little Scientist – Description
The Creative Little Scientists project identifies significant issues that need to be tackled in teacher education.
Particularly, the comparative research and the in-depth fieldwork are significant for fostering creativity in
science and mathematics education in the early years. This report focuses on the exemplary teacher training
materials. The aim of these materials is to illustrate the teacher education Curriculum Design Principles and
related Teacher Outcomes. It was designed for teacher educators to use in Initial Teacher Education (ITE) and
teacher Continuing Professional Development (CPD).
The Exemplary framework model for inquiry-based approaches developed by Barrow is used to identify
approaches in inquiry teaching and learning that can foster creativity.The framework is applied between
preschool and the first year of primary school.
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7. India: Central Board of Secondary Education’s Continuous and
Comprehensive Evaluation
General information
Country:

India

Authors:

*

Hyperlink/File Name:

CBSE Evaluation- Chapter 4, http://cbse.nic.in/circulars/cir39-2009.pdf

Status of the framework:

*

Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Literary and Creativity Skills

Part of a larger framework:

Part of the Co-Scholastic Curriculum :
Includes Life Skills; Attitudes & Values; Participation & Achievement in activities
involving Literary & Creative Skills, Scientific Skills, Aesthetic Skills and Performing
Arts & Clubs; and Health & Physical Education

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Linked within “”Thinking Skills” in separate areas

Definition of progression:

A+ Reflects most indicators
A- Reflects many indicators
B+ Reflect some indicators
B Reflects few indicators
C- Reflects very few indicators

Units of analysis:
Checklist/Indicators
Does the student show creativity during class activities?
Does she/he accept the challenge
enthusiastically?
Does he/she try to give new ideas or concepts and try to go
beyond conditioned setups?

Activities Assessed
-Debate
-Declamation
-Creative Writing
-Recitation

Does he/she ask questions related to the set task?

-Drawing

Does he/she create doubts by asking irrelevant things away
from the task?

-Poster Making
-Slogan Writing

Does he/she try to help others or motivate others during
group activity?

-On-the Spot Painting
-Theatre

Does he/she try to volunteer for special assignments?
Does he/she try different ways of doing a single activity?
Does he/she like to think out of the box?
Does he/she try to apply knowledge or skills in new
situations?
Does he/she think about all the possible options before
starting a task?
Type of assessment
Approach:

*

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Checklists, Observations, Anecdotal Records, and Portfolios.

Assessor:

Team of teachers including the class teacher

Applicable to education level(s):

Secondary level students (Grades 5-9)

Specific pedagogical background required:

Not specified

Grade and age-range:

10-15 years
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India: Central Board of Secondary Education’s Continuous and Comprehensive
Evaluation - Description
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8. Design for Change (India)
General information
Country:

India

Authors:

Design for Change

Hyperlink:

http://www.dfcworld.com

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

Rubric

Skill name:

Critical thinking/problem solving
Creative and innovative thinking
2 of 6 skills life in the “Feel, Imagine, Do, Share” framework:
-Empathy
-Effective communication
-Self-awareness
- Teamwork and collaboration

Part of a larger framework:

Relation between critical thinking and
creativity:

Two different constructs

Socio-emotional/behavioural skills:

Not included (but included in other parts of the framework)

Definition of progression:

3 levels define inside each domain: beginner, intermediate and expert practitioner

Units of analysis

12 units (4 domains x 3 levels)
Creative and innovate thinking
3 levels of progression
1.1
Step 1 / Beginner; When thinking about a problem/situation comes to obvious
and direct solutions
1.2
Step 2 / Intermediate ; When thinking about a problem/situation tries to think
of different alternatives but which not be useful
1.3
Step 3 / Expert Practitioner; When thinking about a problem/situation tries to
think of different alternatives and builds a useful prototype
2.1 Step 1 / Beginner ; Ideas/responses are taken from regular/everyday
experiences, unable to visualise something never seen/experienced
2.2 Step 2 / Intermediate ; Ideas/responses use every day experiences in a different
interpretation and can attempt to visualise something never seen/experienced
2.3 Step 3 / Expert Practitioner; Ideas/responses use both every day and completely
new ways of thinking and looking at things. Able to visualise very well even
situations never seen or experienced

2 domains
1. Ability to connect unrelated points to build
something new

2. Ability to imagine a new situation which is
completely different from everyday
experiences

2 domains
1. Analysing situation/information and
breaking it into different parts

Critical thinking / Problem solving
3 levels of progression
1.1
Step 1 / Beginner ;Focus only on the assumed cause of a problem without
getting into details
1.2
Step 2 / Intermediate ; Able to identify at least the major causes resulting
into a situation
1.3
Step 3 / Expert Practitioner; Able to identify all different causes/factors
resulting into a situation

2. Synthesising different points and being
able to draw linkages

2.1
2.2
2.3

Step 1 / Beginner ;Gets confused looking at information from different
sources, cannot group it into themes
Step 2 / Intermediate ; Able to categorize information from varied sources
into different themes
Step 3 / Expert Practitioner; Able to categorize different points of
information and draw connections between the categories to reach the
bigger picture.

Type of assessment
Approach:

Generic

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Design thinking activities, story telling, and movie

Assessor:

Teacher, student, parents, etc.

Applicable to education level(s):

Any level

Specific pedagogical background required:

*

Grade and age-range:

From 8 years old for self-assessment
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Design for Change (India) - Description
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9. Israel - Assessment Tool of Creativity and Critical Thinking
General information
Country:

The United States
Henry Ford Learning Institute

Authors
Hyperlink:

C:\Users\Hamada_E\Dropbox\Creativity tools\Israel Assessment tool of creativity and critical thinking.docx

Status of the framework:

Assessment tool of creativity and critical thinking

Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Creativity
Critical thinking

Part of a larger framework:

N/A

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

N/A

Definition of progresses:

Separates Constructs

Units of analysis:

19 unites

3 Strategies
1. Comparison

2. Raising perspectives

3. Argument

Creative Thinking
3 aspects
1.1 Create new or original criteria and compare
them
1.2 Conclusions and generalizations Following
comparison
1.3 Identifying new and surprising analogies

Critical Thinking
3- 4 aspects
1.1 A nalyzing the characteristics of the
comparison subjects
1.2Detection and definition of similarities and
differences
1.3 Evaluating objects of comparison

2.1 Identify and describe a wide variety of
perspectives

2.1Justification and evaluation of perspectives

2.2 Finding new and unfamiliar perspectives

2.2 Justification and a detailed reasoning of
Favored perspective

2.3 Developing the ability to "step into the shoes
of others" and see things from a new perspective

2.3 Taking a judicial stand with respect to
perspectives

3.1 Formulates new or original claim
3.2 Raising a variety of reasons that can Support
the claim
3.3Identifying creative ways to cope with counterarguments

3.1 Evaluating the validity of the argument
3.2Evaluate and establish reasons

Type of assessment
Approach:

*

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

*

Primary assessor:

*

Applicable to education level(s):

*

Specific pedagogical background
required:

*

Grade and age-rage:

*

3.3 Evaluate the quality of the relationship
between reasoning and argument
3.4 Taking a personal reasoned stand
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Israel - Assessment Tool of Creativity and Critical Thinking – Description
Assessment tools of creativity and critical thinking include three strategies: comparison, raising
perspectives and argument. Each strategy includes three to four aspects. Critical thinking and Creativity are
defined as separate constructs.
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10.

Japan- Human-Centered Innovation

General information
Country:

Japan

Authors

i.school the university of Tokyo

Hyperlink:

http://ischool.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/programs/
http://schoo.jp/class/529/room

Status of the framework:

Human-centered innovation

Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Innovation/creating/creative thinking

Part of a larger framework:

One of three steps in the framework:
-Understanding
-Creating
-Realizing

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Critical thinking is not defined

Definition of progresses:

N/A

Units of analysis:

6 units
Creating

2 steps in the process
1. Find out the opportunities/situations where ideas can be
developed/created

1-5 sub-steps
1.1 Have objectives and multiple ways of creating ideas and
combine reasons for creating new ideas with the possible ways of
creating ideas.

2. Creation of the ideas

2.1 Create and develop the ideas individually
2.2 Express the ideas that individuals created
2.3 Gather the ideas with others in a group. Discuss the novelty
(originality), impact and potential for implementation.
2.4 Discuss the significant contexts/elements of the creation to
refine and develop the qualities of the ideas as a group.
2.5 Express the ideas the groups developed/created

Type of assessment
Approach:

N/A

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

N/A

Primary assessor:

N/A

Applicable to education level(s):

N/A

Specific pedagogical background required:

N/A

Grade and age-rage:

N/A
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Japan- Human-Centered Innovation - Description
i.school The University of Tokyo was established to foster innovative people who discover, enhance and
realize multiple contexts and develop their own ideas. Human-Centered Innovation is the program
developed to enhance the creation by human beings and innovate society and/or face broader social issues.
This program consists of three steps in the process of innovation: understanding, creating and realizing.
Understanding includes collecting and analyzing data by observing and interviewing, as well as
understanding overall structures, situations and conditions. Creation includes two main steps consisting of
one to five sub-domains, explaining detailed steps to develop the creation both individually and in a group.
Realizing includes prototyping.
In this program, critical thinking is not defined. Assessment tools of the creating process and/or abilities
are not mentioned. The educational level for application is not defined.
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11.

Netherlands – The Draft Report by SLO

General information
Country:

Netherlands

Authors

Thijs, Fisser and Hoeven

Hyperlink:

http://www.slo.nl/primair/nieuws/00060/

Status of the framework

Draft report

Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Creativity
Critical thinking skills

Part of a larger framework:

One of 8 skills (based on the model, Voogt & Pareja Roblin):
- Cooperation
- Communication
- ICT-usage
- Social and/or cultural consciousness
- Creativity
- Critical thinking skills
- Problem solving skills
- Productivity

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Separate constructs

Definition of progresses:

*

Units of analysis:

10 units

Creativity
1 skill
1.Think of new ideas and to develop and analyse these

Critical thinking skills
1 skill
2.Formulate own grounded vision or an opinion

4 sub-skills
1.1 Have an investigative
1.2 Think outside the usual paths and to see
new relationships
1.3 Have knowledge of creative
techniques(brainstorming etc);
1.4 Take risks and to see mistakes as
learning-opportunities
6 sub-skills
2.1 Reason effectively and to formulate
2.2 Interpret, analyse and synthesise
information
2.3 Identify gaps in knowledge
2.4 Ask meaningful questions
2.5 Reflect critically on the own learning
process
2.6 Open for alternative opinion

Type of assessment
Approach:

*

Type of assessment:

*

Primary assessor:

*

Applicable to education level(s):

Primary and secondary level

Specific pedagogical background required:

*

Grade and age-rage:

*
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Netherlands – The Draft Report by SLO – Description
The draft report was authored by SLO (National Center of Excellence for Curriculum Development), “Digital
literacy and 21st Century Skills in Primary and Secondary Education: A Conceptual Framework,” was written
in assignment of the Dutch ministry of Education, Culture and Science to clarify the relationship between
digital literacy and 21st century skills; and how these things are implemented in curriculums and educational
practices. The report was produced to explore the meaning of digital literacy and 21 st century skills, and to
examine in which ways these skills are part of the sought – after and implemented curriculum for primary
and secondary education.
In this model, presented by Voogt & Pareja Roblin, creativity and critical thinking skills are considered
separate constants. Creativity includes four sub-skills, while critical thinking skills includes six sub-skills.
The assessment tools and their approach are not explicity.
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12.
General information
Country:
Authors:

Quick Scan Creativity

Netherlands
Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research TNO

Hyperlink:
Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

Tool developed by TNO for the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science

Skill name:

Creativity

Part of a larger framework:

No

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Separated

Definition of progression:

No particular progression levels (no specific definition of progress over time, across
age groups or grades).

Units of analysis:

43 Units
7 constructs

4 to 8 sub-constructs: operationalization

1. Curiosity
2. Ingenious
See below for details
3. Daring to be different (persistent)

4. Following through when things are difficult (persistent)
5. Asking feedback (in interaction with others)
6. Output orientated (striving towards quality)

7. Being proud of your work (striving towards quality)
Type of assessment
Approach:

generic

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

a web-based application with a questionnaires

Assessor:

Student self-evaluation

Applicable to education level(s):

Not explicitly stated

Specific pedagogical background required:

Not required

Grade and age-range:

Not explicitly stated
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Quick Scan Creativity – Description
The Quick Scan Creativity is a self-evaluation tool for students developed by TNO for the Dutch Ministry of Education,
Culture and Science. TNO has been working on an Internet-Tool for Self-evaluation and Learner Feedback (iSELF) since the
early 2000’s. The aim of iSELF is to stimulate self-directed learning in omnipresent learning environments for various types
of learners. Quick Scan Creativity is designed to be a simple and user-friendly formative self-assessment tool for creativity,
as part of the 21st century skills.
iSELF is a web-based application, designed to easily and quickly administer questionnaires. It does so by presenting students
with statements on a digital ‘post-it’, which students can then drag to a category which they think is most relevant in their
case. The categories vary from “is totally applicable to me” to “is not applicable at all to me”. The results of the questionnaire
are immediately presented to students in a graph, showing students the extent to which they master a skill and the balance
between various sub-skills. Quick Scan creativity is limited to self-assessments and that it is a generic tool with no particular
progression levels (no specific definition of progress over time, across age groups or grades.
1. Curiosity

1.1 I would like to understand what others mean
1.2 I like to discover new things
1.3 I ask questions that nobody asks
1.4 I wonder how something is discovered
1.5 I want to know how something really works
1.6 I notice things that others take for granted
1.7 I am astonished by the things around me
1.8 I like to think about new things around me

2. Ingenious

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8

I always have a lot of ideas when I get an assignment
I think of different ways to do an assignment
I try out different ways
I think of new things
I make things that are new to me
I make new things
Ideas just come to me
I think with others about their ideas

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

I follow my idea, even if others think that it is not such a good idea
I continue in my own way, even if others work in a different way
I continue in my own way, even if others think that it should be different
I dare to start, even if things can go wrong

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

I continue my work, even if it is difficult
I continue my work, even if things are not going well for the time being
When I can’t answer a question right away, I still continue my work
I don’t give up if I don’t know it for the time being

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

I ask questions to better understand things
I tell others about my ideas
I ask others to think about my ideas
I ask others to have a look at my work
I ask others to have a look at my work, even if it is not finished yet

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9

I make sure that I understand my assignment before I start on it
I want to know more about my assignment before I start on it
I only start with my assignment after I thought it through
I ask myself how things work
I want to know how things work
I research all the things that I have to do
I investigate how I can improve my work
I think about how I can do my job as good as possible
I want to do my job well

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5

I trust my own ideas
I think my ideas are worthwhile
I can explain what I mean with my work
I can explain which choices I have made
I know how to explain my idea so that others understand what I mean

3. Daring to be different (persistent)

4. Following through when things are difficult (persistent)

5. Asking feedback (in interaction with others)

6. Output orientated (striving towards quality)

7. Being proud of your work (striving towards quality)
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13.

Puerto Rico- Critical Thinking Rubric, University of Puerto
Rico Rio Piedras

General information
Country:

Puerto Rico

Authors:

Modified Critical Thinking Rubric from the University of Northeastern Illinois by
University of Puerto Rico Rio Piedras Office of the Evaluation of Student Learning Staff

Hyperlink/File Name:

In Spanish_Rubrics for critical thinking_see slides 41 to 46,
http://course1.winona.edu/shatfield/air/Critical%20Thinking-long.pdf

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Critical Thinking

Part of a larger framework:

Not explicitly stated

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:
Creativity skills not explicitly mentioned

*

Definition of progression:

*

Units of analysis:

*

Domains
1. Identifies &Explains Issues

Levels of Progression
High Proficiency (A)

2. Distinguishes Types of Claims

Proficiency (B)

3. Recognizes Stakeholders and Contexts
4. Considers Methodology

Some Proficiency (C)
No/Limited Proficiency (D)

5. Frames Personal Responses and Acknowledges Other
Perspectives
See attached*
6. Reconstructs Arguments
7. Interprets Content
8. Evaluates Assumptions
9. Evaluates Evidence
10. Evaluates Inferences
Type of assessment
Approach:

*

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Student papers are evaluated by a faculty panel responsible for assessing the level of
proficiency based on the domain criteria. High proficiency (A) to No/Limited Proficiency
(D)

Assessor:

Instructor Evaluation

Applicable to education level(s):

University Level

Specific pedagogical background required:

N one

Grade and age-range:

18+
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Puerto Rico- Critical Thinking Rubric, University of Puerto Rico Rio Piedras Description
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14.

Scotland Curriculum for Excellence

General information
Country:
Authors:

Scotland
Education Scotland Foghlam Alba

Hyperlink:

http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/resources/0to9/318creativity/report.asp
https://silverofthestars.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/planning-and-self-evaluationresource.pdf

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

Part of the Curriculum for Excellence

Skill name:

Creativity Skills

Part of a larger framework:

One of 4 aspects of creativity
- creative process
- creative skills

- creative learning
- creative teaching

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Critical thinking not mentioned

Definition of progression:

Not explicitly stated

Units of analysis:

18 units

4 domains
1. constructively inquisitive

3 sub-domains
1.1 being curious
1.2 registering patterns and anomalies
1.3 making use of previous knowledge
1.4 researching productively
1.5 formulating good questions

2. open-minded

2.1 using lateral thinking
2.2 using divergent thinking
2.3 hypothesising
2.4 exploring multiple viewpoints
2.5 being flexible, adaptable and functioning well with uncertainty

3 able to harness imagination

3.1 exploring, synthesising and refining multiple options
3.2 generating and refining ideas; and
3.3 inventing

4. able to identify and solve problems

4.1 understanding and defining problems
4.2 crafting, delivering and presenting solutions
4.3 demonstrating initiative, discipline, persistence and resilience
4.4 evaluating impact and success of solutions
4.5 identifying and implementing next steps in refinement or development process

Type of assessment
Approach:

Tool for practitioners for planning for creativity

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Questionnaires and feedback

Assessor:

Self-teacher assessment /student self-assessment (Creativity Across Learning 3-18)

Applicable to education level(s):

Pre K-12th Grade

Specific pedagogical background required:

Not required

Grade and age-range:

Age 3 to 18
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Scotland Curriculum for Excellence – Description
The planning and self-evaluation resource is a guideline and feedback form for practitioners of creativity. This
resource is a part of the Scotland Curriculum for Excellence. The framework illustrates a tool for teachers for planning
creativity development more than to assess it. As written in the report of Education Scotland Creativity Across
Learning 3-18. “Creativity is a process which generates ideas that have value to the individual. It involves looking at
familiar things with a fresh eye, examining problems with an open mind, making connections, learning from mistakes
and using imagination to explore new possibilities”.
The resource - Learning and teaching self-evaluation themes, allows teachers to rate pupils on a 5 level scale on 4
different topics of student creativity development: Namely; Planning learning activities, Engaging with Learning
activities, Context for creativity, and Evaluating creativity.
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15.

Spain: Innovation and Creativity Evaluation Template,
Universidad de Europa Madrid

General information
Country:
Authors:

Spain

Hyperlink/File:

In Spanish_Plantillas evaluacion
compentenciasCreatividad&Pensamientocritcio,

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

*

Skill name:

Innovation and Creativity

Paloma Julia Velasco Quintanam,, Jose Garcia Garciamaria, Jose
Terron Lopez

Part of a larger framework:
Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Separate Constructs

Definition of progression:
Units of analysis:
Indicators
1.Questions the normal/established procedures

Levels of Progression
1-4 Scale for each indicator. 1 limited or no proficiency, 4 Highest level of
proficiency

2. Able to conduct oneself with without a known history
3. Generate and propose new solutions to the ( unknown )
problems
4.Generate new answers to known problems
5. Expresses and conveys new ideas by putting them into
practice

Type of assessment
Approach:

*

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

*
*

Assessor:
Applicable to education level(s):

University level students

Specific pedagogical background required:

Not specified

Grade and age-range:

18+
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Spain: Innovation and Creativity Evaluation Template, Universidad de Europa
Madrid - Description
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16.

Spain: LA BATERÍA PIC (Test of Creative Imagination)

General information
Country:

Spain

Authors:

Villanueva Centro Universitario

Hyperlink:

File Name: Spain_PIC Psychometric test..

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Critical and creative thinking

Part of a larger framework:

4 Indicators (3 verbal, 1 graphic):
- Fluidity of Ideas
Flexibility of Thought
- Originality of
Answers

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Not explicitly stated

Definition of progression:

*

Units of analysis:

*
4 domains

Fluidity of Ideas
1. Flexibility of Thought
2. Originality of Answers
3. Drafting Replies
4. Using Creative details (colors, shadows, etc)

Type of assessment
Approach:

Drafting Replies
Using Creative details (colors,
shadows, etc)

Levels of Progression

Activities and Proficiency varies for children, youth, and adult learners

A battery of three tests developed to evaluate creativity from objective
assessment tests in which one's imagination is expressed.

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Varies based on age level. Separate activities for children, youth, and adult
learners

Assessor:

Teacher assessment

Applicable to education level(s):

Late primary school-adult learners

Specific pedagogical background required:

No

Grade and age-range:

Ages 8-99
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Spain: LA BATERÍA PIC (Test of Creative Imagination) – Description
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17.
United Kingdom: progression in student creativity in
school: first steps towards new forms of formative assessments
(Lucas Et Al)
General information
Country:

UK

Authors:

Bill Lucas, Guy Claxton and Ellen Spencer

Hyperlink/File Name:

*

Status of the framework:

*

Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Creativity

Part of a larger framework:

Not part of a larger framework or curriculum

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

No relationship explicitly stated

Definition of progression:

Not yet developed

Units of analysis:

60 units (5 Habits x 15 Sub-habits )

Habits
"Habits"
(1) Inquisitive
(2) Persistent
(3) Collaborative
(4) Disciplined
(5) Imaginative

Sub-Habits
"Sub-habits"
(1A) Wondering & questioning
(1B) Exploring & Investigating
(1C) Challenging assumptions
(2A) Tolerating uncertainty
(2B) Sticking with difficulty
(2C) Daring to be different
(3A) Sharing the product
(3B) Giving and receiving feedback
(3C) Cooperating appropriately
(4A) Reflecting critically
(4B) Developing techniques
(4C) Crafting & improving
(5A) Playing with possibilities
(5B) Making connections
(5C) Using intuition

Type of assessment
Approach:

*

Set of activities/particular tasks related:
Assessor:

Three dimensions (strength, breadth, depth), each measured at four levels
(awakening, accelerating, advancer, adept). Creates 180 indicators
Teacher

Applicable to education level(s):

*

Specific pedagogical background required:

*

Grade and age-range:

Across all ages
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United Kingdom: progression in student creativity in school: first steps towards new
forms of formative assessments (lucas et al) - description
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18.

US- Buck Institute for Education

General information
Country:

USA

Authors:

Buck Institute for Education

Hyperlink:

http://bie.org/objects/cat/rubrics

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

Part of Project Based Learning (PBL)

Skill name:

21st century skills - creativity and innovation and critical thinking

Part of a larger framework:

CSS (Common Core State Standard) aligned

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Not explicitly stated

Definition of progression:

Four levels for each: three with description of behaviour, and a fourth as a tickbox for 'above standard'.

Units of analysis:

44 units
Creativity and innovation
2 domains

1.

Process

2.

Product

1.
2.
3.
4.

4 domains
Analyse driving question and begin inquiry
Gather and evaluate information
Use evidence and criteria
Justify choices, consider alternatives and implications

7 Subdomains
1.1 Define the creative product
1.2 Identify sources of information
1.3 Generate and select ideas
1.4 Present work to users/target audiences
2.1 Originality
2.2 Value
2.3 Style

Critical thinking

Type of assessment
Approach:

Generic

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Project, product design rather than assessing creativity in the arts

Assessor:

Teachers

Applicable to education level(s):

Grades 3-5 and Grades 6-12

Specific pedagogical background required:

Not required

Grade and age-range:

Grades 3-5 and Grades 6-12
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US- Buck Institute for Education – Description
Project Based Learning seeks to prepare students for the performance tasks planned for Common Core State Standard
(CCSS) assessments. Creativity and critical thinking rubrics are CCSS Aligned.
There are two different rubrics, one for Creativity and Innovation and another for Critical Thinking. These rubrics
help teachers guide students in grades 3-5 and 6-12 in using an effective process for innovation and in being effective
critical thinkers in various phases of a project. It can also be used to assess their performance, for instance the degree
of creativity shown in the products students create in a project. Descriptors are different for grades 3-5 and 6-12.
Rubrics can be used to inform teachers’ thinking as they create their own assessment tools. Schools and districts can
adopt or adapt these rubrics for use across all classrooms.
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19.

Culture of Creativity

General information
Country:

The United States

Authors

David Gauntlett
Bo Stjerne Thomsen

Hyperlink:

http://www.legofoundation.com/en-us/research-andlearning/foundation-research/cultures-of-creativity
Cultures of Creativity LEGO Fonden 2013.pdf

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

Culture of Creativity

Skill name:

Creativity/The creative mindset

Part of a larger framework:

*

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Critical thinking is not mentioned

Definition of progresses:

*

Units of analysis:

8 units

Creativity
4 dimentions
4 processes
1. HAVING: the resources which a culture presents us with, including
artefacts, materials, tools, media, and environments. The HAVING
dimension leads us to consider the quality of the materials and environments
that we use or in-habit
1. SHARING — which connects having (things to share) with
knowing (knowledge and experience)
2. DOING: the activities, relationships and practices which bring a culture
to life. These activities can be physical, social, or symbolic. The DOING
2. PLAYING: connects being (identity and
dimension indicates the vitality of the relationships and practices which are
selfhood) with doing (creative action)
the lifeblood of a culture, and the importance of communication and
networks.
3. BEING: the identities of individuals and groups, and their shared
traditions, habits and states of mind. It is therefore about both collective
identity and collective aspiration. The BEING dimension brings into focus
the rituals, sentimental practices, and group characteristics and identifiers
which play an important role in the binding of a culture, but are easily
overlooked.

3. THINKING — which connects knowing (knowledge and
experience) with being (identity and selfhood)
4. MAKING — which connects doing (creative action) with
having (available materials)

4. KNOWING: the culture’s ways of making sense of things. The
KNOWING dimension highlights the tacit and recorded knowledge that
supports a culture, and the willingness of people to share knowledge and
expertise with their peers.

Type of assessment
Approach:

*

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

*

Primary assessor:

*

Applicable to education level(s):

*

Specific pedagogical background required:

*

Grade and age-rage:

*
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Culture of Creativity – Description
Culture of Creativity, written by David Gauntlett and Bo Stjerne Thomsen, represents the importance of recognizing
creativity to support and develop a sustainable society as part of cultures. The report describes the role of playing,
making, and sharing throughout childhood in different cultures, the strategies which can foster a creative mindset
across a range of cultural backgrounds, and the role that creativity can play in the development of global cultures, both
now and in the future. The creative mindset is defined as an attitude towards the world characterized by curiosity,
questions, and a desire to play, make and share, that children possess in their early years. Culture is defined as essential
context of creativity. The report illustrates the goal of sustainable society through cultures to enhance students’
creativity as four dimensions: having, doing, being and knowing are defined as important resources. The interaction
between these four dimensions are described in four processes: sharing, playing, thinking, and making, and are as
applied in everyday life. Sharing connects having (things to share) with knowing (knowledge and experience). Playing
connects being (identity and selfhood) with doing (creative action). Thinking connects knowing (knowledge and
experience) with being (identity and selfhood). Making connects doing (creative action) with having (available
materials)

Critical thinking is not mentioned in the report, and assessment tools for creativity are not defined.
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20.
General information
Country:
Authors
Hyperlink:

The United States
Henry Ford Learning Institute
https://dschool.stanford.edu/groups/k12/wiki/8d33d/Design_Thinking_Assess
ment.html
Henry Ford Learning Institute 4 year rubric version

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess
Skill name:
Part of a larger framework:
Relation between critical thinking and creativity:
Definition of progresses:
Units of analysis:
Understanding Process Stages

Empathy

Define/P
OV

IDEATE

Dschool

1. Begins eliciting info from others
2. Elicits some info from others and develops good
diverse approach
3. Demonstrates an understanding of perspectives and
experiences of others
4. Demonstrates understanding of others and the
system/process in which they operate and can think like
others
1. Prioritizes needs and insights based on perceived
importance
2. Synthesizes information and prioritizes needs and
insights based on importance
3. Synthesizes information based on needs and insights
originating from multiple non-obvious internal and
external sources
4. Synthesizes deep insights based on a complete system
1. Generates and record ideas with others
2. Builds of others ideas and develop wild ideas
3. Brainstorms a spectrum of ideas from low hanging to
wild
4. Uses multiple techniques to inspire a complete range
of ideas

PROTO
TYPE

1. Creates a physical or visual representation of an idea
2. Creates a physical or visual representation of an idea
that can be evaluated and improved
3. Identifies features of an idea that need to be evaluated
and iterate off feedback
4. Creates complex prototypes addressing multiple
approaches to solving a problem

TEST

1. Uses a prototype to determine how well an idea works
2. Sets up an effective prototype test, solicit feedback, and
organize feedback received into actionable results
3. Solicits feedback about specific features and construct a
representative testing situation and capture results to
inform future iterations
Identifies best situations in the real world for testing and
tests with multiple representative populations and capture
complex results to inform future iterations

Design Thinking
N/A
N/A
4 levels of process skills
*
Design Thinking
Process Skills(Applies to any
Reflection and Mindfulness(Applies to process as a whole)
phase)
1. Completes activity
( Reflection on process)
1. Recounts what happened in a given stage of the process
2. Completes activity with
2. Documents events of an entire linear design process
little guidance
3. Captures events of a non-linear, complex process
4. Captures and shares specific design decisions from a
3. Completes activity with
complex design process
no guidance and can help
others who may be stuck
( Reflection on individual performance)
4. Modifies tools based on
1. Recalls what he/she did during the process
project circumstances and
2. Recounts how individual actions influenced the project
can mentor other students
3. Captures the positive and negative actions in order to adjust
through the activity
future behaviour
4. Identifies and utilizes patterns in personal behavior across
projects
(Reflection on Teamwork)
1. Recalls interactions with teammates
2. Understands how personal behavior impacts teammate's
behaviors
3. Understands how team dynamics effect project outcomes
4. Identifies how personal behavior patterns effect team
dynamics and thus, project outcomes
( Mindfulness of process phases)
1. Identifies process phases
2. Identifies current process phase and can transition with
some help from teacher
3. Transitions from one phase to another with no teacher
assistance
4. Freely transitions between phases in a complex design
process independently
(Connecting discipline-based knowledge)
1. Identifies discipline-based knowledge that appears during the
process
2. Utilizes discipline-based facts in some phases of the design
process
3.Incorporates discipline-based facts and processes in some
phase of the design process
4. Incorporates discipline-based facts and processes into the
entire design process
(Mindfulness of mindset)
1. Identifies the design thinking mindsets
2. Understands the value of the behaviors they promote
3. Identifies and adjusts when not in a proper mindset for an
activity\
4. Intentionally creates consistent, correct mindset across an
entire team by mentoring less mindful team members

Types of assessment
Approach:
Set of activities/particular tasks related:
Primary assessor:
Applicable to education level(s):
Specific pedagogical background required:
Grade and age-rage:

Generic(liberal arts education)
Generic rubric (range from level1 to 4 )is applied to any phase.focus is more on giving feedback about students'
process
Teachers
high school and middle school level
N/A
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Dschool – Description
Design thinking assessment rubrics, which include emergent techniques, skills, and processes to learn, were created
by the Henry Ford Learning Institute. The rubrics focus on giving feedback about students’ process. The rubrics are
applicable to high school and middle school students’ design thinking growth over the course of 4 years. The levels,
ranging from 1 to 4, can be applied to the students’ process. The Henry Ford Learning Institute’s 4-year rubric includes
understanding process (highlights skill levels); process skills (applies to any phase and highlights proficiency level);
and reflection and mindfulness (applies to process as whole). Empathy, define/POV, ideate, prototype and test level
are defined as different types of assessment. Rubric empathy and proto version indicates three different versions of
process with four levels.
Creativity and critical thinking are not defined separately, but both skills are merged in design thinking. Primer
assessors are teachers, since this assessment focuses on feedback.
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21.

United States-Holistic Critical Thinking Scoring Rubric

General information
Country:
Authors:

United States

Hyperlink/File:

http://web.calstatela.edu/academic/aa/assessment/assessment_tools_resources/rubrics/scor
ingrubric.pdf

Dr. Peter A. Facione and Dr. Noreen C. Facione

https://www.gallaudet.edu/Documents/Academic/OAQ/Holistic_Critical_Thinking_Scori
ng_Rubric.pdf
Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

*

Skill name:

Critical Thinking

Part of a larger framework:

*

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Separate Constructs

Definition of progression:

*

Units of analysis:
Levels
Strong 4- Consistently does all or almost all:

Acceptable 3 -- Does most or many:

*

Accurately interprets evidence, statements, graphics, questions, etc.
Identifies the most important arguments (reasons and claims) pro and con.
Thoughtfully analyzes and evaluates major alternative points of view.
Draws warranted, judicious, non-fallacious conclusions.
Justifies key results and procedures, explains assumptions and reasons.
Fair-mindedly follows where evidence and reasons lead.
Accurately interprets evidence, statements, graphics, questions, etc.
Identifies relevant arguments (reasons and claims) pro and con.
Offers analyses and evaluations of obvious alternative points of view.
Draws warranted, non-fallacious conclusions.
Justifies some results or procedures, explains reasons.
Fair-mindedly follows where evidence and reasons lead.

Unacceptable 2 -- Does most or many of the following:
Misinterprets evidence, statements, graphics, questions, etc.
Fails to identify strong, relevant counter-arguments.
Ignores or superficially evaluates obvious alternative points of view.
Draws unwarranted or fallacious conclusions.
Justifies few results or procedures, seldom explains reasons.
Regardless of the evidence or reasons, maintains
Weak 1-- Consistently does all or almost all:

Type of assessment
Approach:

Offers biased interpretations of evidence, statements, graphics, questions, information or
the points of view of others.
Fails to identify or hastily dismisses strong, relevant counter-arguments.
Ignores or superficially evaluates obvious alternative points of view.
Argues using fallacious or irrelevant reasons, and unwarranted claims.
Does not justify results or procedures, nor explain reasons.
Regardless of the evidence or reasons, maintains or defends views based on self-interest
or preconceptions.
Exhibits close-mindedness or hostility to reason.
*

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Evaluations of essays, presentation, group decision making, thinking a person displays in
a professional practice setting with an explicit focus on the reasoning process used/

Assessor:

Usually, two raters will evaluate each essay, assignment, project, or performance. If they
disagree there are three possible ways that resolution can be achieved: (a) by a
conversation between the two raters regarding their evaluations, (b) by using an
independent third rater, or (c) by taking the average of the two initial ratings. But, the
averaging strategy is strongly discouraged. Discrepancies of more than one level between
raters indicate that the raters must review together the evidence considered salient by each
rater. The rubric is a four level scale, forced choice scale

Applicable to education level(s):

Not explicitly stated

Specific pedagogical background required:

Not specified

Grade and age-range:

*
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United States-Holistic Critical Thinking Scoring Rubric – Description
The Holistic Critical Thinking Scoring Rubric (HCTSR) is a rating tool that can be used to assess the quality of
thinking in a spoken presentation or a written report/text. Apply the HCTSR when the presenter is required to be
explicit about their thinking process or their reasons for advice given or decisions made. It can be used in any training
program or evaluation process. Its greatest value is obtained when used by trainers to set expectations for written
reports that require an evidence based recommendation or evaluation process. The clearly described criteria assist the
trainee to internalize the characteristics of strong and weak critical thinking. The HCTSR is designed for
developmental assessment, not for high stakes summative assessment. Train the raters well to make consistent and
accurate ratings (judgments) about the evidence of critical thinking that they are observing and evaluating.” The rubric
is a four level scale, forced choice scale. (http://www.insightassessment.com/About-Us/Measured-Reasons/pdffile/Holistic-Critical-Thinking-Scoring-Rubric-in-English/(language)/eng-US)
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22.

Partnership for 21st Century Skills

General information
Country:

USA

Authors

P21

Hyperlink:

http://www.p21.org/index.php

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Framework for 21st Century Learning

Part of a larger framework:

One of 11 skills:
(Learning and innovation skills)
-Creativity and innovation
-Critical thinking and problem solving
-Communication and collaboration
(Information, media and technology skills)
-Information literacy
- Media literacy
-ICT literacy
(Life and career skills)
-Flexibility & adaptability -Initiative & self-direction -Social & cross cultural skills
-Productivity & accountability
-Leadership & responsibility

Relation between critical thinking and
creativity:

Separate constructs

Definition of progresses

Not explicitly stated

Units of analysis:

17 units

3 domains
1. Think Creatively

Creativity and innovation
Critical thinking and problem solving

Creativity and innovation
1-4 sub-domains
1.1 Use a wide range of idea creation techniques (such as brainstorming)
1.2 Create new and worthwhile ideas (both incremental and radical concepts)
1.3 Elaborate, refine, analyse and evaluate their own ideas in order to improve andmaximize creative efforts

2. Work Creatively with Others

2.1 Develop, implement and communicate new ideas to others effectively
2.2Be open and responsive to new and diverse perspectives; incorporate group input
and feedback into the work
2.3 Demonstrate originality and inventiveness in work and understand the real worldlimits to adopting new ideas
2.4 View failure as an opportunity to learn; understand that creativity and innovation is a long-term, cyclical
process of small successes and frequent mistakes

3. Implement Innovations

3.1 Act on creative ideas to make a tangible and useful contribution to the field in which
the innovation will occur
Critical thinking and problem solving
1-5 sub-domains
1.1 Use various types of reasoning (inductive, deductive, etc.) as appropriate to the situation

4 domains
1. Reason Effectively
2. Use Systems Thinking
3. Make Judgments and Decisions

4. Solve Problems
Type of assessment
Approach:

2.1 Analyse how parts of a whole interact with each other to produce overall outcomes in complex systems
3.1 Effectively analyse and evaluate evidence, arguments, claims and beliefs
3.2 Analyse and evaluate major alternative points of view
3.3 Synthesize and make connections between information and arguments
3.4 Interpret information and draw conclusions based on the best analysis
3.5 Reflect critically on learning experiences and processes
4.1 Solve different kinds of non-familiar problems in both conventional and innovative ways
4.2 Identify and ask significant questions that clarify various points of view and lead to better solutions
Generic, with links to develop these skills in specific curriculum subjects
(Core subjects: Global awareness, Financial, Economics, Business and Entrepreneurial literacy, Civic literacy,
Health literacy and Environmental Literacy, in addition to English, World languages, Arts, Mathematics,
Economics, Science, Geography, History and Government and Civics)

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Formative assessment as an instructional tool (make students’ learning and understanding readily apparent)
Summative tool as an accountability tool (produce data that is useful, valid, reliable and fair)

Primary assessor:

Teachers and web/software-based

Applicable to education level(s):

College/university

Specific pedagogical background required:

University

Grade and age-rage:

Not explicitly stated
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Partnership for 21st Century Schools – Description
P21 was established as a collaborative partnership between education, business, communication and government
leaders to help learners to acquire the knowledge and skills they need to survive through their lives. Framework for
21st century learning created by P21 indicates the essential skills and knowledge students need to succeed in their
future, including in their work environment. P21 developed the framework as a vision and integrated skills into the
core academic skills. The framework not only describes students’ outcomes, but also indicates the support system,
including assessments.
Creativity and innovation, and critical thinking and problem solving are considered separate constructs under learning
and innovation skills, and these skills are defined as essential skills for students to prepare for their lives, including
their complex lives and work environments. Both skills are viewed as one of eleven skills in the framework. Creativity
and innovation includes three domains with one to four sub-domains. Critical thinking and problem solving includes
four domains with one to five sub-domains. The details of the levels at which progression occurs are not explained in
the framework.
The types of assessment that are used to assess creativity and innovation and critical thinking and problem solving are
not specified in the framework. However, it provides examples, such as The Intel Education Assessing Projects Tool,
the database of assessments for critical thinking and creativity. Another example is TerraNova Performance
Assessments to measure students’ knowledge and critical process skills. National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP) tests is mentioned as a common example of the summative assessment for reading, mathematics, science,
writing, U.S. history, civics, geography, and the arts. Therefore, primary assessors are teachers and web/softwarebased.
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23.

Value Rubric

General information
Country:
Authors:

United States of America
Association of American Colleges and Universities

Hyperlink:

https://www.aacu.org/value/rubrics/critical-thinking and
https://www.aacu.org/value/rubrics/creative-thinking

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

Rubric

Skill name:

Critical Thinking and Creative Thinking

Part of a larger framework:

Critical Thinking and Creative Thinking are two of the 16 VALUE rubrics

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Not stated explicitly. Critical Thinking and Creative Thinking are evaluated as two
different skills

Definition of progression:

The levels are defined as ‘benchmark’, ‘milestone’ and ‘capstone’, indicating the level
of expertise but there is no explicit definition of ‘progress’.

Units of analysis:

Four domains for critical thinking and six domains for creative thinking, each
evaluated on a scale with four levels – level 1 is benchmark, levels 2 and 3 are
milestones and level 4 is capstone. Each domain has a descriptor for each level,
expanding on the skills the student needs to have mastered for that level.

Domains

Levels

Critical Thinking:
(1) Evidence: Selecting and using information to investigate a
point of view or conclusion
(2) Influence of context and assumptions
(3) Student's position (perspective, thesis/hypothesis)
(4) Conclusions and related outcomes (implications and
consequences)

Level 1 – Benchmark
Level 2 – Milestone
Level 3 – Milestone
Level 4 - Capstone

Creative Thinking:
(1) Acquiring Competences
(2) Taking risks
(3) Solving problems
(4) Embracing Contradictions
(5) Innovative Thinking
(6) Connecting, Synthesising, Transforming
Type of assessment
Approach:

Generic approach without any content-specific tasks.

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

Analysing, synthesising information

Assessor:

Teacher assessment

Applicable to education level(s):

Secondary (Colleges and Universities)

Specific pedagogical background required:

Not required

Grade and age-range:

College and University level assessment
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Value Rubrics - Description
The VALUE rubrics are a set of 16 rubrics evaluating the following subjects: inquiry and analysis, critical thinking,
creative thinking, written communication, oral communication, reading, quantitative literacy, information literacy,
teamwork, problem solving, civic engagement (local and global), intercultural knowledge and competence, ethical
reasoning, foundations and skills for lifelong learning, global learning and integrative learning. The Association of
American Colleges and Universities has developed these rubrics to aid college and university-level teachers evaluate
their students. These rubrics are to be used to evaluate student learning and not for grading purposes.
The critical thinking rubric has four domains, each evaluated on a four-level scale, with each level having an explicit
description of the skills the student needs to have mastered to attain that level. The critical thinking rubric is similar
with the exception of the fact that it has six domains.
The rubrics are generic with no mention of content-specific knowledge.
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24.

US-Illinois Curriculum

General information
Country:

US - Illinois

Authors:

Ennis and Weir

Hyperlink:

http://faculty.education.illinois.edu/rhennis/tewctet/Ennis-Weir_Merged.pdf

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Part of University of Illinois curriculum

Part of a larger framework:

*

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Creative dimension included in critical thinking ability

Definition of progression:

*

Units of analysis

Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking

6 units
Critical/creative thinking
6 areas

1. Getting the point
2. Getting the reasons and assumptions
3. Stating one’s point
4. Offering good reasons
5. Seeing other possibilities (including other possible explanations)
6. Responding appropriately to and/or avoiding: Equivocation, irrelevance, circularity, reversal of an If-Then relationship, the straw person fallacy,
overgeneralization, excessive scepticism, credibility problems and use of emotive language to persuade.

Type of assessment
Approach:

Generic

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

An essay test evaluating the arguments given in support of a fictional newspaper

Assessor:

Teachers

Applicable to education level(s):

6th grade to college

Specific pedagogical background required:

Technical knowledge of deductive argument not required (a real-world test)

Grade and age-range:

6th grade, Junior High School, High School to college (Age 12-18+)
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US-Illinois Curriculum – Description
The Ennis and Weir Critical Thinking Essay Test was first developed as a critical thinking assessment tool but came
to be used as a teaching material (in short course in critical thinking or as integral part of a longer course).
As an assessment tool, the test helps to evaluate person’s ability to appraise an argument and to formulate in writing
an argument in response. Tests are real-world based, i.e. the examinees have to mobilize their own knowledge of the
real world, taking into account context specificity, and not using formal or deductive arguments. Given this, there
might be a lack of precision of the construct being evaluated. While it is an open-ended test, it intends to cover major
areas of critical thinking ability and to control qualitative information of the creative side of critical thinking. Its
scoring system emphasizes only the logical dimension of critical thinking (not the psychological one). The ability of
formulating arguments/ quality of thinking (not mode of expression), the handling of logical jargon and the content
validity are appraised. Materials for grading (criteria, scoring sheets, manual) are to be used with flexibility.
The test can be at last used for research purposes, as a device for evaluating effectiveness of instruction in informal
logic, critical thinking, or reasoning. It could be a basis of an experimental study with control and treatment groups,
and could be used as an exploratory pretest-posttest design with the effects of a specific curriculum on critical thinking
ability.
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25.

USA- Critical and Integrative Thinking Rubric, Washington State
University

General information
Country:

USA

Authors:

Diane Kelly-Riley, Gary Brown, Bill Condon, Richard Law,
Washington State University Critical Thinking Project

Hyperlink:

http://online.wsu.edu/courses/certification/docs/CIT_RUBRIC_20
09_0.PDF
Rubric

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess
Skill name:

Creativity/Integrative Thinking

Part of a larger framework:

*

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

Linked

Definition of progression:

7 levels; 0-Absent, 1-Minimal, 2-Emerging, 3-Developing, 4Competent, 5-Effective, 6-Mastering
49 Units (7 domains, 7 levels of Progression)
7 Levels of Progress

Units of analysis:
7 Domains
1. Issue Identification and Focus- This dimension focuses on identifying,
focusing on and thoroughly exploring the issue and significant underlying or
implicit issues, aspects, or relationships integral to effective analysis
2. Context and Assumptions- This dimension focuses on the context, scope
and assumptions connected to the issue, considering other integral contexts,
background information, and the challenges regarding complexity and bias.
Work demonstrates understanding of social, political, and ethical
implications.

0-Absent,
1-Minimal
2-Emerging
3-Developing
4-Competent
5-Effective
6-Mastering

3. Sources and Evidence- This dimension focuses on search, selection, and
source evaluation skills—including accuracy, relevance, and completeness.
High scores effectively analyze and integrate multiple appropriate pieces of
evidence, acknowledge biases, and distinguish correlations from causal
relationships.

An Average Score of 4 Indicates Competency

4. Diverse Perspectives- This dimension focuses on identifying and
integrating diverse relevant perspectives, including contrary views and
evidence
5. Own Perspective- This dimension focuses on ownership of an issue,
indicated by the justification and advancement of an original view or
hypothesis, recognition of own bias, and skill at integrating multiple
perspectives or interpretations.
6.Conclusion- focuses on integrating previous dimensions and identifying
conclusions or consequences / pulling the work together, as a professional,
ethical, and socially-responsible citizen. May provide future action, outcome,
significance, issue summary or essence, overarching question.
7.Communication- This overarching meta-dimension focuses on intentional
and purposeful strategies to communicate an identified purpose and message
while managing relationships and affect with intended audiences, with
particular resources and constraints. May include delivery/mode, media,
activities, interactions, rhetorical moves, tone, style, language, and
conventions
Type of assessment
Approach:

*

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

*

Assessor:

Instructor Assessed

Applicable to education level(s):

University

Specific pedagogical background required:

Not required

Grade and age-range:

Age 18+
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26.

International Baccalaureate Program

General information
Country:

Global

Authors:

International Baccalaureate Program

Hyperlink:

https://ibpublishing.ibo.org/exist/rest/app/tsm.xql?doc=d_0_tok_gui_1304_1_e&part=3
&chapter=4
http://www.ibo.org/en/programmes/diploma-programme/curriculum/creativity-actionand-service/

Status of the framework:
Definition of object to assess

Diploma program

Skill name:

Theory of Knowledge (ToK) and Creativity, Action, Service (CAS)

Part of a larger framework:

ToK and CAS are compulsory components of a diploma program assessing Grade 12
level competency across subjects

Relation between critical thinking and creativity:

No explicit relation

Definition of progression:

Progress defined explicitly in the curriculum that spans K to 12

Units of analysis:

ToK has two parts – the essay and the presentation. The essay is evaluated on the basis
of two domains, on a six-level scale. The presentation is evaluated seperately on a sixlevel scale.
The evaluation rubric for CAS was unavailable. CAS seeks to inculcate creative
thought, action-orientedness and service for the needy in the students. The same is
evaluated broadly on the following basis :

ToK components

Domains

Initiative
Perseverance
Developing skills like collaboration, problem solving and decision making
6 levels of progression

Essay

Understanding knowledge questions

Level 0 – Irrelevant

Quality of analysis of knowledge
questions

Level 1 – Elementary
Level 2 – Basic
Level 3 – Satisfactory
Level 4 – Very Good
Level 5 - Excellent

Presentation

Type of assessment
Approach:

Generic, with links to develop these skills in specific curriculum subjects

Set of activities/particular tasks related:

None specified

Assessor:

Teacher assessment

Applicable to education level(s):

Secondary level (Grade 12)

Specific pedagogical background required:

Not required

Grade and age-range:

Grade 12 (Diploma program)
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International Baccalaureate – Description
The International Baccalaureate Program requires students to complete a Theory of Knowledge (ToK) and a Creative,
Action, Service (CAS) module in order to be awarded their diplomas. The ToK module requires students to write an
essay and present on a topic that explores how they acquire, approach and process knowledge. The essay is evaluated
on the basis of two domains - understanding knowledge questions and quality of analysis of knowledge questions –
on a six-level scale. A specific rubric for evaluating the CAS module is not openly available.

The ToK and CAS modules are generic and do not require subject-specific content knowledge.
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